Abbott, Julie C. 142
Abe, Hiromi 172
Ables, Anthony Dane 156
Ables, Leslie Anne 156

ALPHA CHI: front row: Christy Jones, Leslie Syrgley, Ashley Arrington, Melissa Taylor, Shanya Sessler, April Heintz, Karen Temple, Amanda Moek, Shannon Howell, Kim Baker, Cory Hutchinson, Stacey Dollar; back row: Dmitry Maslovsky, Bo Koralage, Zac Crow, Clayton Owen, Michael Treat, Daniel Foe, Mert Hershberger, Andrew Bagley, Derek Erwin, Richie Griffith, Dr. Jeff Founders

ACADEMIC CLUBS 70, 71
Adams, Amy Michelle 124, 156
Adams, Mezisa 34, 35, 84, 156
Adams, Shane Arlis
Ahmed, Salim
Allison, Charolette
Allison, Robert 52
Allison, Stephanie K. 172
Allred, Tracy Janise
Amirova, Elvira R.
Amsden, Regina Gayle
Anderson, Donald 53
Anderson, Jennifer M. 172
Anderson, Meredith L. 172
Anderson, Nona 190
Anthony, Jeffrey Ryan 116, 120
Anthony, John Tyler 172
Archer, Mark Alan 172
Archer, Meredith Lynn 95, 156
ARKADELPHIA CLINIC FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS 214
AD FED 75
ARKADELPHIA EYE CLINIC 219
Armstrong, Christi 142
Armstrong, Thomas A. 130
Arnott, Leisa
Arron, Meredith 28, 29, 84, 142
Arnold, Chip 142
Arnold, Stephanie 130
Arnold, Thomas Wayne 65
Arrington, Ashley N. 11, 28, 142

Babb, Chris 14, 18, 74, 81, 172
Bagley, Nathan Andrew 66, 79, 142
Bagwell, Gwendolyn S. 156
Baker, John M. 8
Baker, Kim 172
Bailey, Lane 66, 71
Bailey, Mary Kate 156
Bailey, Matthew J. 188
Baillo, Joanne K. 86
Bain, Vanessa Shay 130
Baker, Benjamin R. 172
Baker, Kimberly Rae 130, 137
Baker, Verna 190
Baker, Todd Fincher 142
Bald, Ryan A. 120, 130
Bale, William M.
Ballard, Kelly Deann 114, 115
BAND 126, 127
Baranova, Kristina S. H
Barber, Charles V
Barber, John Stephen 172
Barber, Joy Rebecca 74, 142
Barlow, Royd E. 190
Barker, Brandi Lea 82, 93, 172
Barrett, Elizabeth G.
Barrett, Paul Donald 172
Barrett, Robert Paul
Barr, Guy 58, 102, 142, 184
Barrett, Kaleb Andrew 91
Barrett, Van 190, 199
Barton, Mary Beth 8
BASEBALL 118, 119
Baser, Raymond Earl 92, 156
BAKEBALL-MEN’S 108, 109
BAKEBALL-WOMEN’S 110, 111
BASS 78
Bass, Hal 184, 190
Bass, Paul
Bass, Terri L.
Basser, Kelly Ann
Bauer, Megan K. 172
Bauer, Paul
Baugh, Jimmy P. 142
Baugh, Robin Nicole 172
Baynes, Stephanie L. 36, 107, 156
Bazarow, Jamie
Beal, Sarah Sheline 142, 159
Beal, Susan Annette 172
Bean, Thomas Brandon
Beard, Jennifer E. 172
Beal, Todd C. 172
Beard, Troy 107, 156
Beckwith, Harrell 190
Bell, Aaron Crayton
Bell, Scott C. 62
Bellante, Deborah A.
Belue, Richard Delray 156
Bender, Nicole Marie 84, 156
Benjamin, Julie Lynn
Bennett, Jason M. 17, 20, 143, 165
Bennett, Keith Wayne
Benning, Linda
Benson, Buddy 98, 99, 101
Benson, Janet 190
Benson, Jesse
Berhan, Dee C
Berry, Bryan L.
Berry, Kathie 164, 190
Berry, Trey 190, C. 0
Bertram, Erin Rosalie
BETA BETA BETA 10, 11, 14, 80, 81
204, 205
BETA BETA BETA 71
Betts, Bradley K. 156
Betts, Evelyn 190
Biggers, Susanna P.
Bigler, Melody Ann 126, 143
Bigler, Misty April

COUNSELORS AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATORS (CARE): front row: Joanna Thurston, Alision Laws; back row: Carrie Spradlin, Chad Strick, Stacy Dollar

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS: front row: Zac Crow, Chad Gallagher, David Sanders, Heather Thompson, Allyson Denton; back row: Brooke Harrison, Aaron Black, Jason Greenrich, Justin Hardin, Karen Hill, Angie Stephens

Conrad, John 190
Connell, Robert 190
Conrad, Joy Elizabeth 175, F
Cook, Mary 190
Cook, Jimmy J. 190
Cook, Lee Almond 173, F
Cook, Jimmy E. 190
Cook, John 190
Cook, Lee Almond 173, F
Cook, Vivian 190
Cox, Alfred Daniel 60
Cox, Geoffrey J. 60
Cox, Christopher Evan 173, 175
Cox, Jeremy Blake 60
Cox, Sharon Andrea 175
Crandall, Benji Allen 60
Cox, Christopher Evan 173, 175
Cox, Jeremy Blake 60
Cox, Jami S. 60
Cox, Jami S. 60
Cox, Jami S. 60
Cox, Jami S. 60
Cox, Jami S. 60
Cox, Brian 60
Cox, Brian 60
Cox, Brian 60
Cox, Brian 60
Crochet, Donna Marie 159
Crockett, Robert W. 103
CROSS COUNTRY — MEN 102, 103
CROSS COUNTRY — WOMEN 104, 105
Crouse, Lee 60
Crouse, Terri Lynn 159
Crow, Erin Elizabeth 60, 159
Crow, Laura Catherine 60
Crow, Zachary A. 60, 145
Crowley, Benjamin H. 60
Crum, Nathan J. 60
Crum, Nathan J. 60
Cullen, Eric 60, 28, 29, 132
Cullipher, Carrie Lee 175
Culmoll, Bruce Church 24, 132
Cunningham, Clayton V. 176
Cunningham, Steven 159
Cunningham, Sarah R. 60
Cunningham, Rebecca S. 159
Cunningham, Heather R. 60
Cunningham, Peter A. 159
Cunningham, Rebecca S. 159
CURRENT EVENTS 38, 39
Curry, Caroline Lynn 60, 132
Curry, Jessica 190
Curit, Staci J. 190
Dalton, Debra Anne 176
Dalton, Gina E. 145
Davidson, Brian W. 70, 71, 132
Davidson, John R. 120, 121145
Davis, Andrea Lynne 159
Davis, Brandon M. 176
Davis, Carol 116
Davis, Carol Harvey 9, 144
Davis, Christopher B. 145
Davis, Courtney S. 36, 110, 145
Davis, Jeremiah N. 145
Davis, Philip 145
Davis, Robin E. 145
Davis, Renald Paul 145
Davis, Stephanie Jean 176
Davis, Steven L. 132
Day, Colton Samuel 91
Day, James Louis 145
Day, Nancy Gill 12, 159, 238
Day, Timothy Gibson 159
Deaton, Diane M. 179
DeBose, Bryan C. 132
DeBose, Rachel Elizabeth 176
DECLARATION OF PROGRESS 6, 7
DeFeo, Jacob Aaron 176
DeGeorge, Meredith L. 176
Dehlin, Michelle Rene 145
Denton, Allyson M. 72, 94, 176
DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS 50, 51
Devers, Jacob Brandi 145
Devorak, Jeremy Kurt 159
Dewerty, Erika B. 145
Diaz, Gloria Melina 159
Dick, Jaime Lynn 145
Dicken, G. Douglas 176
Dickerson, Kimberly A. 116, 176
Dickinson, Frederick 116
Diker, Reyhan 159, C
Dixie University, Aimee 114, 115, 159, 167
Dittus, Amanda 14, 167, 176
Dippel, James M. 101
Dixon, B. Aldon 17, 89, 201
Dodson, David W. 160
Dodson, Joseph R. 145
Dodson, Sadie Hines 145
Dollar, Stacy Lynn 145
Dollar, Vernon City 145
Dorsey, Robert E. 145
Doss, Ashley E. 145
Douglas, Kelly Renee 145
Downer, William 75, 190
Dribus, John A. 176
Dudley, Bryan Allen 176
Dudley, Brittany 176
Dudley, Christopher L. 176
Dudley, Alana E. 176
Eagan, Ashley Banton 176
Easter, Bobbie 190
Easter, Rex M. 176
Eastwood, Nesi N. 177
Echols, James Edward 176
Eddins, Mark 177
Edwards, Carrie Anne 177
Edwards, David S. 177
Edwards, Jeffrey Todd 19, 145
Edwards, Laura Ashley 145
Edwards, Roderick J. 177
Edwards, Stephanie M. 177
Eeke, Thomas C. 177
Eiford, Anthony E. 145
Egelhoff, Kristin A. 177
Eley, Christopher L. 177
Eley, Tracy Brooks 177
ELKHORN BANK AND TRUST 207
Ellis, Bill 177
Ellis, Diana 71
Ellis, James Carson 171
Ellis, Lara Michelle 94, 160
Ellis, Selwyn 191
Etrod, Ben 12, 28, 88, 89, 159, 201, 219, 0
Etrod, Russell Brian 24
Emerson, Selv, 77, H
Erie, Matthew David 177
Erie, Penny Ann 132
Erskine, Aaron M. 132
Erwin, Derek 65, 88, 89, 135, 1
Escalanc, Stan 191
Estes, Jack R. 191
Ethridge, Ashley E. 120
Euabanks, Byron 173, 191
Eubanks, Kevin A. 120
Evans, Cynthia Lynn 120
Evans, Joseph Madison 160
Evans, Joshua J. 120
Evans, Lois 191
Evans, William Conrad 139
Everett, Wayne 191, 0
Evers, Misty Michelle 126, 145
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS D, E
F
Fabb, Ryan Edward 160
Faddis, Lance 160
Fairclough, Patrick A. 133
Fangus, Joseph Carter 177
FANTASTICKS 50
Farrar, Jennifer Rebecca 177
Fay, Michael Andrew 177
FCA 79
Fay, Michael Andrew 177
Feast, Billy Wesley 177
Fearn, Charity L. 177
Fell, Douglas Alan 50
Ferrill, Stephanie 107, 133
Field, Karrah Marie 177
Fielding, Chad J. D
Finkbeiner, Lisa R. 124, 160
Finley, Christopher M. 160
Finney, Shawn C. 21, 160
Fisher, Amy 12, 13, 133, 156
Flack, Heather Marie 160
Flanagan, Shane Allan 160
Flint, James Ray 128, 160, 164
Flora, Cooky 160
Flora, Rosemary 191
Flora, Sim 73, 191
Flora, Brian 191
Flowers, John William 191
H

Hayes, Teresa Dianne 38, 147
Hays, Danny
Hazelwood, Carol Anne
Head, Amy Melissa 147
Head, Joseph Lane 179
Healy, Laura Dee
Heard, Louis Wayne
Hearnsberger, Terry 194
Heffin, John L. 1
Heiges, Carey Lynn
Heintz, April Renee 86, 147
Helms, Terri Lynn
Hemminger, April L.
Henderson, Jonathan 134
Henderson, Natasha L. 179
Hendrix, Hayden 129, 139, 134
Henley, Keldon 194
Henning, Steve 194
Henry, Anna Holt
Herford, Jason David 134
Herndon, Rebecca Lee 61, 82
Herring, Charity 63, 95, 134
Hersherberger, Merton J. 39, 64, 147
Hess, James Darwin
Hester, Brannon C. 161
Hester, Rebecca J. 147
Hibbard, John D. 179
Hibbs, Holly Lin
Hickey, Stephanie R.
Hicks, Timothy F.
Hicks, Toni Lee 161
Hicks, William Elijah
Higgins, Emily S. 26, 147
Highfill, Bryan T. 179
Hight, Lisa Anne 161
Hightower, Audrey L. 147
Higley, Holly Ann 110, 162
Hildebrand, Joshua T. 21, 147
Hildebrand, Melissa 162
Hile, Monica Celeste 179
Hill, Alison Leah 179
Hill, Karen Leigh
Hill, Lisa 194
Hillman, Deborah A.
Hillman, Jennifer R. 162, 167
Hillman, Jonathan R. 36, 162, 167
Hillman, Ryan Denton 179
Hillery, Amy Marie
Hines, Katie Lee 162
Hitt, Erica Tirese 134
Hobbs, Aaron Blake
Hodges, Guy Shannon 92, 93, 162
Hodges, Jared Allen 134
Hodges, Kendra Kaye 134
Hodges, L. Janison
Hodges, Russell
Holcomb, Jason
Holland, Jerry W.
Holley, Erik Bryan
Hollingsworth, Judy 194
Hollis, Katherine M. 124, 125, 179
Holloway, Heather B. 134
Holmes, Joshua Thomas
Holsworth, Jason Scott 179
Holsworth, Scott 50, 58, 194
Holston, Selena Renee 147
Holt, Kevin Brent 10, 11, 132, 134
Holt, Rebecca Lynn D.
HOMECOMING 12, 13
Honey, John Brice 147
Hoober, Don Jason 101

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES (FCA): John Sowers, Melissa Hildebrand, Sarah Kelley, Christy Hudson, Philip Greer

G

Gaddis, Joel William 146, G, K
Gaither, Jarrod Lee 108, 109, 133
Gallagher, C. Chadwick 9, 12, 17, 86, 133, 184
GAMMA PHI 11, 14, 15, 86, 87, 222
GAMMA SIGMA EPSILON 71
Ganaha, Yoshie 58, 114, 115, 160, F
Ganaway, Rebecca A.
Gantz, Cameron Todd 101
Garner, Kelli Michael 177
Garner, Randy
Garner, Steve
Garvin, Kristi Dawn 177
Gary, Timothy Alan 133
Gass, James Charles 101
Gay, Jared Chadwick 51, 133
Gay, Jennifer Rebecca 146
Gent, Stephen C. 134, 136
George, Cindy Gayle 177

Gordon, Daniel Ray 177
Goucher, James Thomas 134
GRADUATION 44, 45
Grady, Yanci
Graham, Kelly Susanne 177
Graham, Miki Rachelle 161
Granade, Samuel A. 161
Grant, Daniel R.
Gray, Jesse Ryan 73
Gray, Liv Ann 178
Gray, Sherry Cassidy 146
GREAT OUTDOORS 8, 9
GREAT WALL A, P
Greeley, Jonathan R. 146
Green, Angela Carol
Green, Chad Douglas 178
Green, Dennis Duane
Green, Jo Ellen 161
Green, Kamy 191
Green, Kerri Lee 134
Green, Sara Bethany 161
Greenwich, Jason W. 88, 146
Greer, Jason Andrew 146
Greer, Jeffrey Scott

Greer, Nathan W.
Greer, Phillip David 146
Greer, Tom 58, 190, E
Griffin, Angela Lynn 107, 134
Griffin, David Allen 146
Griffin, James B. 107, 146
Griffin, Monica Eylei 134
Griffith, Richard E. 66
Griggs, Kenny Ray 101
Grisom, Joshua Kyann 178
Groce, Leigh Ashley
Guibert, Ashley D. 178
Guoying, Tu 191, J

HAAS, Matthew David 108, 161
Hafley, Scott Maret 161
Halaby, Ramzy Truman 161
Halaby, Raouf 191
Halbrook, Bill
Hall, Donna Marie
Hall, Robin E.
Hamm, Jacob Fox 123, 161
Hamilton, Craig 126, 191
Hamilton, Libby 191
Hamilton, John M.
Hamilton, Robert 163
Hamman, Kyle Benjamin D
Hammer, Jonathan B. 119
Hampton, Cara Malinda 161
Hancock, Jaime Micaiah 178
Hanger, Brooke M.
Hankins, Ryan C. 161
Hannaman, Kimberly D. 134
Hammon, Samuel Thomas
Hardin, Justin 22, 78, 129, 159
Hardin, Laura A. 146
Hardin, Phil 201
Hardin, Philip Ted 178
Hardin, Ronald David
Hardin, Shirley 194
Hardman, John 194
Hargrett, Jennifer A.
Hargrove, Joshua T.
Harper, Dianne M.
Harrison, Robert 191
Harrison, Brooks R. 178
Harte, Ian Bruce
Hartman, Amy Suzanne 161
Hartman, Sue 161
Hartman, Steve 194
Hassley, Douglas 134
Hatch, Rebecca C. 161
Hausser, Jennifer Gwin 146
Haver, Joanna Lyndsey 179
Hawkins, Grant Allen
Hawley, Michael Aaron 179

INDEX 29

INDEX 229

INDEX 179

INDEX 101

INDEX 84
HOPKINS, KEVIN DUANE
HOLDER, JAMIE LEAH 179
HOPPER, STEPHEN
HORIZON BANK 223
HORN, DEREK LAMONT
HORN, PAM
HORTON, COREY D. 108
HORTON, TIFFANY LYN 179
Horton, Zachariah W.
HOSE, CINDY LOU 179
HOSU, REGINA LYN
HOUGHTON, Peter T.R. 179
HOWER, James Hilton 76
HOWELL, SHANNON M. 147
HOY, BRYAN EDWARD 101, 148
HOYT, Peter 76
HUBBARD, DANA LEE
HUCKABEE, JOHN MARK 187
HUCHINSON, CORY 11, 67, 74, 75, 148
HUH, JINWEN, TANG 135
HUMPHREYS, AMY E.
HUMMEL, JEREMY 22, 162
HUMPHREY, LAURA SUSANNE
HUMPHREY, ALBANY ANN
HUMPHREY, JESSICA RAE 179
HUNN, JACOB 42, 86, 107, 162
HUNN, JAMES 162
HURTA, LARRY 113, 135, 206, 214
HURST, SUE 148
HURST, LARRY 113, 135, 206, 214
HUTCHINSON, CORY 11, 67, 74, 75, 148
HUTSON, SEBRENA LEE

INTERNATIONAL CLUB: front row: Naomi Nichi, Simon, Tim, Christian
WASSMER, Theriyo Vodksov, Joel Gaddis, Dmitry Podgorny, Bo Koralewicz, Anton Ossov, Sammy Karuri, Lukasz Staniec, Robert Ungle; second row: Leigh Anne McKean, April
Boening, Noriko Kagaya, Winnie Wu, Irina Komarova, Salim Ahamad, Sevil Emirgina, Gloria Diaz, Yoshele Hamada, Yurina Tamura, Ryzhikov, Miltiades, Elena Klykov, Ayumi Nakano, Kyoko Yarimizu, Nikita Markov, Erki Kimmola, Yukiko
Kumagai; back row: William Bumbarger, Dmitry Maslovsky, Mike Beleslin, Tang Jinwen, Roman Klykov, Murad Muhlischou, Muktar Ashrafi, Ilya Gerdev, Eddie Moreno, Selma Hal, Juan Carlos Pereira, Christofer Janson, Patrik
Lofrenberg, Pavel Bauer

JACKSON, MONA
JACKSON, SCOTT
JACKSON, SHELLY DAWN 135
JACKSON, THOMAS GLEN
JAKE'S WOMEN 50
JAMES, KIMBERLY DAWN 42, 86, 180
JANSEN, MARK WATSON 162
JARVIS, AMY B.
JAZZ BAND 72
JC PENNEY 211
JEFFCOAT, KEVIN JOE
JEFFERS, TERESE RENEE
JENNINGS, RODGER DAVE
JINWEN, TANG 135
JOHANSON, CHRISTOFR 113
JOHANSON, ALLYCE P. 135
JOHANSON, AMANDA BETH 148
JOHNSON, BRADLEY W. 180
JOHNSON, DEANNA ANN 148
JOHNSON, JEFFREY G. 98, 101
JOHNSON, JENNIFER C. 148
JOHNSON, JENNIFER LEA B
JOHNSON, KRISTEN M. 148
JOHNSON, MICHAEL A.
JOHNSON, SCOTTIE L.
JOHNSON, THEODICIA 135
JOHNSON, TRAVIS CODY
JOHNSON, BRIAN E.
JOHNSON, JOHN L. 135
JOHNSTON, LAINEY P. 42
JOINER, WALLY
JOLLEY, FREDDIE 194
JOLLEY, LORI BARNES
JOLLY, FRANK LEWIS
JOLLY, NIKOLE MARIE 135
JONES, BERNICE YOUNG 194, 162
JONES, BRIAN ALAN
JONES, CHRIS MERLE
JONES, CHRISTY E. 148, 162
JONES, DAVID THOMAS 148
JONES, HARVEY 194
JONES, JENNIFER LEIGH 162
JONES, JULIE AN 148, 160
JONES, KEVIN GLENN 36, 98, 101, 122, 123, 135, 161
JONES, MELISSA S. 149

KAGAYA, NORIKO 135
KAPPA CHI 10, 11, 14, 88, 89, 177
KAPPA DELTA PI 71
KARSONAKIS, CHRISTINA 35, 182
KAVRIS, SAMMY MAIGA 120, 180, B
KECK, GEORGE 58, 194
KEHNER, BRIAN 101
KEHNER, SCOTTIE 163
KECHISHIEF, AARON J. 180
KEIR, J.D.
KIRK, JONATHAN ALLAN
KIRKHAM, LESHA DELAIN 163
KIRKLAND, JARI 92, 116, 177
KIRLEY, KATHRYN LEE 180, 149
KISNER, JENNIFER JO 163
KISOR, MELINDA H. 149
KLANDER, LISA ELIAEN 73
KLYKOV, ROMAN 180
KLEB-BLACKER, SHERRY 22, 195
KLEB-SCHNEIDER, KAREN 136
KOLLER, TIMOTHY M.
KOMAROVA, IRINA 180, G, I
KONTOU, OTIS EGGEN
KORALLAGE, PRABODHA 129, 147, 149
KORINEGAY, CHRIS
KOROLEV, VALENTIN 180
KRAVCHENKO, VLADIMIR 116
KREG'S 215
KRISHNAMURTI, SARAH 180
KUMAGAI, YUKI 180
KUNITOMO, ERI 136, B
KYLE, CHRIS

LAI, MICHAEL RAY
LANE, CHRISTINA F. 181
LANDER, WAYNE J. 181, 206
LANE, BRIAN L. 163
LANE, DANIEL RAY 64
LANE, STEPHANIE N.
LANG, KARLA NICOLE 110, 136
LANGNEIER, KRISTI L, M
LANGSTON, AARON NEIL

KAPPA DELTA PI: front row: Rachel Strange, Chucky Jones, Kim Cole; second row:
Sarah Beal, Lisa Cooper, Christina Egelhoff, Julie Jones
Nobles, Melissa Jean 28, 29
Nohse, Rebecca
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS 30, 31
Norris, Carmen V. 184
Norris, Kristy L. 184
Norris, Samuel Ryan
Norton, Victoria Ruth 110
Norwood, Kathy
Norwood, Jennifer L.
Norwood, Shannon L. 15, 184
Nosker, Keith
NSSHLA 71
Oostenhous, Timothy 113, 151, 155
One-Ac 50
O’Neill, Jason M. 101
Obraztsov, Ilya
ODOM, Randal G. 138, 219
ONE-ACTS 50
Oosterhous, Tammy 113, 151, 155
Ooten, Cara Deanne
O’Shea, Mary Kathryn
OPENING 2, 3
OPERA SCENES 50, 51
OPERA WORKSHOP 72
ORGANIZATIONS DIVISION 68, 69
Orr, Bruce Wayne
Orr, Glenna
Orr, Jennifer Jayne 138
Orshurn, Diane
Orshurn, Steven A.
Ortiz, Nelson Mario 120, B
Osborne, Jessica C. 184
Osborne, Rachel Ann 184
Othold, Jennifer L. 18, 184
OUACHITA SINGERS 72, 169
OUACHITA SOUNDS 72, 169
OUACHITA STUDENT FOUNDATION 11, 36, 78, 79
OUACHITA WALL 32, 33
OUACHITONIAN 74
OUACHITONIAN BEAUTY 34, 35
Oussov, Anton I.
Overton, Carrie Anne
Owen, Clayton Lee 80, 151
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Memorials

Dr. Alton Crawford

Dr. Alton Crawford, professor and chair of the department of math and computer science, died on Tuesday, June 18 following a lengthy illness.

Dr. Crawford had taught at Ouachita since 1983. He also served as coordinator of academic computing.

"I have admired Alton Crawford as an exemplary teacher, an influential member of our faculty and a leader at First Baptist Church," said Dr. Ben M. Elrod, president of Ouachita. "Both his devotion to teaching and his courage when facing serious illness flowed from a deep, personal, Christian faith. He was an inspiration to us all and his influence will be sorely missed."

In 1991, Crawford won the Sears-Roebuck Foundation’s Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership Award. The national award recognized Crawford’s "resourcefulness and leadership as an independent college educator."

Crawford was an active leader among faculty members. He had chaired two influential committees, the Academic Standards Committee and the Academic Computing Committee. Crawford also was a member of the steering committee which developed a Title III grant proposal in 1994. The proposal was funded for approximately $1.5 million and greatly updated faculty access to computers and faculty advising.

Crawford also took part in many workshops related to math and computer science. He was awarded a summer sabbatical to study artificial intelligence at Texas A&M in 1989. Crawford taught in summer AEGIS programs in the 1980s and took part in a math/science initiative program for high school students in 1992. He also served on a statewide committee which evaluated Arkansas’ standards for accreditation of public schools.

Before coming to Ouachita, Crawford served on the math and computer science faculties at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green and Northeast Louisiana University. He received a bachelor’s degree in 1964 from Louisiana Tech University. His M.S. and Ph.D. were awarded at Texas A&M in 1967 and 1970, respectively.

Crawford was survived by his wife, Joanne, who served as loan officer for the financial aid office at the University, and two children, Donald and Dayna. Dayna graduated from the University in 1994 and Donald in 1996.

Receiving the Sears-Roebuck Foundation’s Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership Award

Charles David Robinson

Charles David "Gramps" Robinson, head resident of Daniel Hall South, died on Friday, June 14.

He was born Dec. 27, 1946, in England, Ark., the son of Charles Boyd and Doris Louise Wood Robinson. He was a retired U.S. Army and National Guard veteran and a member of First Baptist Church where he taught Sunday School.

Robinson was also a full-time honor student at Henderson State University and drove a school bus for the Arkadelphia Public Schools.

Survivors included one daughter, Carla Robinson, a University safety officer, and one granddaughter.
As I sit here prepared to write my last words at Ouachita, I can't help but be reminded of Jeremiah 29:11. The Lord truly has plans for each of our lives, and it is when we discover those plans that we find the true blessings and joy in our lives. It was never in my plans to be editor of the Ouachitonian, but I know now that it was in God's plans.

Unsure of myself and feeling like I had no talent, I faced my first year as editor with great fear. But, prayer for strength and a team of friends and hard workers conquered that fear. We finished the year feeling good about the book and about ourselves. Consequently, I faced my second year as editor possibly with even greater fear. I had given 110 percent to the 1995 yearbook, so how could I give any more? I had the best staff for the 1995 book, so how could it get any better?

All things get better with prayer. Once again, I had prayed for God to give me a team who would build friendships. I prayed for talent and strength because on my own, I am nothing.

So as I close this book and my Ouachita career, I must first say thank you to the One who gave me the experience. If I have any talent, I owe it all to Christ Jesus who gave it to me and has guided me to use it.

Secondly, I must say thank you to my parents who introduced me to this source of strength. Your unconditional love and Christian guidance made me who I am. And to my brother and sister, thank you for being my example and letting me learn from you. There truly is no friend greater than a brother or sister.

Now, to the people who worked with me day in and day out on this book, thank you. I prayed for a team of friends, and that is just what I got. Aaron, you taught patience. But more importantly, you taught me to stop and enjoy people. Jessica, your devotion to Christ kept me disciplined, and your creativity inspired me. Danielle, you really believe in people. And because of you, I know to look for the nugget of good in every individual.

Christina, your loyalty to me as a friend and coworker kept me strong.

Janna, you encouraged me to stop and take time for the people in my life.

Cory, your depth and integrity as an individual is incredible. You have inspired me to always be true to myself and to become a stronger individual.

Jennifer, your friendship and guidance kept me going through the year. I never have been able to comprehend how you believed in me.

Priscilla, thanks for always picking up the slack. Just believe in your talent, and you will be a great editor.

Dr. Downs, Dr. Jeff Root, and Dr. Deborah Root, thank you for always encouraging me to do my best and for believing in me.

Monica, because of you, every day I realize more and more that a friend loves at all times.

And Kevin, your willingness to believe in me encourages me to believe in myself. Your love truly is unconditional.

It wasn't in my plans to be editor, but being editor, brought me joy and gave me confidence in myself. It forced me to reach beyond my wall of comfort and change my world.

Editor's Note
THE WALL

photo by Sandra Scucchi
Students walked to class dodging the sea of orange plastic fencing and construction workers wearing hard hats. They watched the foundation of the new Harvey Jones Science Center being poured and its first steel beams reaching into the sky. This hole where Mitchell stood began to take shape. And as students watched its construction and counted the days of class left, they began to realize that summer approached and life inside the wall would come to an end.

For some, the summer meant more school. For others, it meant a chance to wet their feet in the "real world" with internships, summer jobs, and summer mission trips to foreign countries. We would reach beyond the norm of classes and campus life to experience life outside the wall.

Through the year, classes had broadened our minds, giving us a greater depth of understanding of our fields. Club outings, roadtrips, Tiger Tunes, Tiger Traks, and the S.E.L.F. Spring Fling built new friendships and enhanced social skills. Community service projects opened our eyes to the world around us and sparked a new compassion in our hearts. We were a little more prepared to face what awaited us outside the wall. We would see the world for a short break and then return to the family support found in "the bubble."

Yet, for some, returning to the life inside the wall would only come in memories. Graduation had come. The challenge was inevitable. Graduates would take what they had gained and use it to change and strengthen the world.

Each of us had grown mentally, socially, and spiritually by experiencing life inside the wall. Now, we would face the challenge. We would take what we had gained to reach the world. We would reach beyond the wall.
Suited up in the designated striped jumpsuit, a student jumps into the air and does a flip which velcroes her upside down to a curtain wall. Everything inside the walls of campus, including entertaining activities like the S.E.L.F. Spring Fling, geared students for life beyond the wall. They would finish their stays on campus leaving mentally, spiritually, and socially prepared for the "real" world. *photo by Guy Lyons